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WHUT IZZIT?

by Bernard Levine
www.knife-expert.com
Last month we looked at the early history of
the WALTCO SAF-T-SHEATH knives, made in
Chicago, introduced circa 1949. I asked for
additional information about these knives, for
example about additional models or versions
than the initial two -- the Pocket Fisherman,
and the Pocket Woodsman, both with red handles.
Mr. Ron Bucher writes, “there are at least
two additional colors. I have a gray-handled
example which is uncommon (will send pics if
you want) and this brown color [offered at an
opening bid of $50 on eBay]; in my experience,
it is quite rare. In the past one would have
been hard-pressed to find a buyer at more than
$15, but they seem to have increased recently.”
But not to $50; that brown knife received no
bids.
Alas red, brown, and gray all look the same
in black & white. The brown handles have random streaks of black and white, making them
look vaguely like jasper. The handle covers on
the two handles look to have come from different mold batches, as one is darker and more
reddish than the other.
This eBay knife also has a different blade
than the earlier models, a blending of the original two. It has a saber-ground clip shape similar to but less pronounced than the
Woodsman’s, and has the fish-scaler back of
the Fisherman.
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A feature of the later Waltco models not
shown in the pictures of the earliest ones is the
“W” incorporated into the center of the metal
handle frames.

*
Back in the May 2013 column, we saw a
handsome tool kit made by Napanoch Knife
Company, of Napanoch, New York. One of its
many changeable blades was a punch, patented in 1908 by one of Napanoch’s founding partners, William Carman. Having two flutes or
grooves, instead of the usual one, left the center line (8a) of the punch full thickness, making
the blade less prone to breakage. So Carman
claimed.

Then in August 2013, Mr. Brian Huegel
spotted this very same punch blade. Only this
time it was in a sturdy oval (or Anglo-Saxon)
pattern harness jack, with jigged bone handles.

A harness jack is any jack knife with one
cutting blade and one punch. The punch is for
mending broken harness -- overlap the broken
ends of the leather, punch two or three holes
through both pieces, and join them with whatever you have handy. Ideal was harness mend-

ing bolts, made for this purpose, or copper harness rivets. Lacking those, a few nails might do,
or a several turns of baling wire. Enough to get
you to the end of the row, or home before nightfall.
Was this harness jack a Napanoch? Not
exactly.
The punch was marked with the Napanoch
patent date -- April 7, 1908 -- but the clip blade
was tang stamped WINCHESTER/ -TRADEMARK-/ MADE IN U.S.A.
Had the knife be re-worked, re-bladed? I
doubt it. It is in excellent condition, and shows
no signs of re-work -- although the cutting
blade was probably refinished.
Winchester, of New Haven, Connecticut,
entered the cutlery business in 1919. Unlike
rival Remington in Bridgeport, which was
building its cutlery division from scratch,
Winchester acquired two existing cutlery companies -- Eagle Knife Company, also of New
Haven, mainly for its high-tech manufacturing
patents. And Napanoch, mainly for its traditional knife patterns and for its highly skilled
workforce.
But Napanoch, too, had its patents.
Winchester never made Napanoch style tool
kits (latch patented by William Carman in
1907). But evidently it did make Napanoch
style punch blades -- or maybe it just used up
existing stocks.
Either way, this knife is a transitional version of the pattern. In Winchester’s 1926 catalog, this No. 2927 harness jack is shown with a
conventional one-flute punch -- both less expensive to make, and requiring no complicated
explanations from the point of purchase sales
clerk. The new punch also did not require an
easy-open notch, cut into the front handle. And
this left room for a crest shield, instead the bar
shield on the transitional knife.
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*
Speaking of harness mending bolts (made
for this purpose), some English horseman’s
knives came with a pair of them set into the
handles, ready to be unscrewed and used.
Nearby is a picture of one such, the No. P1980
from the 1912 catalog of Joseph Rodgers &
Sons of Sheffield.

The handles, rivets, and bail are nickel silver. Everything else, including the center liner
and the bolts, is steel. Note the end of the liner
projecting as a turnscrew, handy for installing
the repair bolts -- although not much use for
getting them out of the knife. Note the punch
blade, made just the right size for installing the
repair bolts. Other blades include a hoof pick, a
tin opener, a shotshell extractor, a buttoner, a
corkscrew, and a couple of cutting blades, spear
and pen.
*
In my silly search for skeleton pen knives
with 3-dimensional escutcheons (shields) representing national brand logos, I have so far
come up with Cadillac, Coca Cola, McDonald’s,
and (last month) Texaco. All of those were inexpensive ad knives from the 1950s or 1960s.
Now here is an example that is older, 1920s
or even earlier. Strictly speaking it is a lodge
knife, not an ad knife, but the construction is
similar. It would have cost a lot more than most
ad knives.
The knife is a four-blade senator pen knife,
with a bail for wear as a watch fob. The applied
handles are gold colored, probably gold filled
sheet brass. In the reverse handle is a diamond
chip, set into an eight-pointed blazing star.
Centered below that is the 3-D escutcheon, the
elk head symbol of the BPOE -- The Benevolent
and Protective Order of Elks.

The spear master blade of the knife is tang
stamped H.S.M.Co./ GERMANY.
I don’t know this abbreviation. The knife
skeleton -- blades, springs, and liners -- was
assembled in Germany. But the gold (filled)
covers were made and installed by an
American jewelry manufacturer.
One of the most prominent such firms was
the Walter E. Hayward Company of Attleboro,
Massachusetts. An earlier incarnation of that
firm, before circa 1904, was called Hayward
and Sweet Co. (Walter Hayward and George
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Mr. Mike Mattis showed me this knife that
he found in central California. It is just about
as plain as a knife can be. It is a bar of steel,
forged out to a rounded semi-sharp end. On one
side near that end is an acute V-shaped notch.
The sides are rounded, for comfortable grip. At
the other end a rectangular segment was filed
flat into one corner, and scored.
WHUT IZZIT? He knows. I know. Do you
know?

Sweet) -- which is 2/3 of the way to H.S.M.
Maybe H.S.M. was another incarnation. Maybe
not. The former Hayward has been part of
Amtel Arts, Inc. since 1971.
*
And here is another elegant lodge knife. It
appears to have an applied shield (is that a solder seam I see before me?), but it might instead
have been embossed. The skeleton is a Robeson
sleeveboard lobster pen knife. The handle covers are gold plated, now worn. The background
of the shield is filled with white enamel. The
shield depicts a scimitar, over a pharaoh's head
in a crescent, over a star.

Oh yeah, one other helpful detail. It is
stamped in the middle with the name and town
of the maker. M. PRICE/ SAN FRANCISCO.
Can you guess? Do you know? Give up?
It is a cigar box knife. No frills, all function.
Pry it open. Pull the nails. Hammer the nails
back in. It would also work for anything else
that came in small wooden boxes: chocolate,
cheese, bottled oysters.
I have seen various other cigar box knives,
especially the Dexter version with rosewood
handle. Never before have I seen one by
Michael Price (who worked in SF from 1856
until his death, in April 1889), either plain or
fancy.

That logo belongs to the The Ancient Arabic
Order of the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, aka
the Shriners. The Mystic Shrine was established in 1870, an appendant body to
Freemasonry. Since 2010 it has been called
Shriners International. The knife dates circa
1910s-1930s.

*
As always I am happy to be corrected when
I am wrong. Otherwise I would never learn
anything. If you catch me in an error, please do
me the favor of letting me know. Just be sure of
your facts before you do.
Please send me an email to
brlevine@ix.netcom.com
or mail paper correspondence to Whut Izzit,
c/o Knife World, Box 3395, Knoxville TN 37927.
Be sure to enclose either an email address, or a
long self-addressed stamped envelope with
your letter, and also a flatbed scan, photocopy,
or photograph (taken on plain LIGHT GRAY or
WHITE background please) of your knife. Do
not write directly on the picture. Indicate the
knife’s handle material and its length (length
CLOSED if it is a folder). Make enlarged
images of all markings and indicate where they
appear. Because of the large backlog, it usually
takes me at least six months to answer a letter
to the column.

